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QUESTION 1

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

You are setting up Microsoft Office 365 for a local business that already has its own domain name. You add the domain
in the Microsoft Online Portal. 

You need to verify the domain. You do this by selecting Text code to my mobile phone, and then entering the code upon
receipt. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed". If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. adding a DNS record at your DNS hosting provider 

B. running the Office 365 health, readiness, and connectivity check tool 

C. No change is needed. 

D. selecting Call my office phone, and then entering the code upon receipt 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You work for a retail business. The business is entering the holiday season. 

Which two cloud principles will help the business respond to the increased demands of the season? (Choose two.) 

A. availability 

B. redundancy 

C. scalability 

D. elasticity 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

You are the Microsoft Lync administrator for your company. 

An employee needs to use Lync Online to call two external Skype contacts simultaneously. The employee can only call
one contact at a time. 

What should you advise the employee to do? 

A. Turn on external communication 

B. Check the formatting of her user name 
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C. Invite contacts to a Lync Meeting 

D. Verify that the Skype users are signed in to a Microsoft Account 

Correct Answer: D 

Skype users must be signed in with their Microsoft account (formerly Windows Live ID). 

Reference: Let Lync Online users communicate outside your organization [Small Business] https://support.office.com/en
-ca/article/Let-Lync-Online-users-communicate-outside-your-organization-Small-
Business-7f488f09-f004-4db5-aec5-01c262aa3d34?ui=en-USandrs=en-CAandad=CA 

 

QUESTION 4

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

Your company is implementing Microsoft Office 365 and Exchange Online. You plan to configure the necessary public
DNS settings. You need to create an SPF record to authorize the email service and present spoofing. Instructions:
Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed". If the statement is incorrect,
select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. a PTR record 

C. an MX record 

D. a CNAME record 

Correct Answer: A 

The SPF (TXT) record helps to prevent other people from using your domain to send spam or other malicious email.
Sender policy framework (SPF) records work by identifying the servers that are authorized to send email from your
domain. 

Reference: External DNS records required for Exchange Online http://howtonetworking.com/msapps/office365-11.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

You need to know of any service interruptions for Microsoft Intune. You should check the Microsoft Intune Service
Dashboard. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed." If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. Service Health Dashboard 

B. No change is needed 

C. remote connectivity analyzer 
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D. Microsoft Connectivity Analyzer Tool 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://www.itprotoday.com/cloud-computing/tip-microsoft-intune-service-dashboard 

 

QUESTION 6

You are configuring Microsoft Lync Online for a private high school. You are creating the DNS settings on the school\\'s
public DNS server. Which two DNS records are specifically designated for Lync Online? Choose two. 

A. CNAME autodiscover 

B. SRV_sip 

C. CNAME lyncdiscover 

D. TXT SPF 

Correct Answer: BC 

There is two SRV records and two CNAME record that you need to create. 

*

 lyncdiscover Type: CNAME 

*

 sip Type: CNAME 

*

 _sipfederationtls Type: SRV 

*

 _sip._tls Type: SRV 

Reference: DNS Records required to use Lync Online (Office 365) with a Vanity Domain
https://www.martinhatch.com/2012/02/dns-records-required-to-use-lync-online.html 

 

QUESTION 7

You plan to use Microsoft Azure to host a new application. 

You need to encrypt all data transferred to and from the application. 

What should you do? 

A. Implement an SSL certificate. 

B. Configure synchronized identities. 
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C. Implement a hybrid cloud. 

D. Configure user permissions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You are the help desk technician for a local real estate company. The company uses Microsoft Intune to manage its
computers. 

You are configuring alerts within Intune and want to ensure that the alerts are displayed as soon as they are triggered
on any computer. 

What should you do? 

A. Set the severity of each alert to Warning. 

B. Assign a value of 10 to the Display Threshold for each alert. 

C. Set the severity of each alert to Critical. 

D. Set the Display Threshold for each alert to Display All. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You are an IT assistant for a local real estate company. The company is configuring Microsoft Office 365 for email
services. 

You want to enable other organizations to send email for your organization to Microsoft Exchange Online services. 

Which type of DNS record for the Autodiscover service is required? 

A. CNAME 

B. SRV 

C. MX 

D. HOST 

Correct Answer: A 

The CNAME record helps Outlook clients to easily connect to the Exchange Online service by using the Autodiscover
service. Autodiscover automatically finds the correct Exchange Server host and configures Outlook for users.
Reference: External DNS records required for Exchange Online http://howtonetworking.com/msapps/office365-11.htm 

 

QUESTION 10
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This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) allows the consumer to deploy consumer-acquired applications that are created
by using programming languages and tools that the provider supports. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed". If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. Backend as a Service (BaaS) 

B. No change is needed. 

C. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

D. Software as a Service (Saas) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You are an intern for an organization that wants to improve its security. The organization wants multi-factor
authentication enforced for all of its users. 

You suggest implementing Microsoft Office 365 Business Premium. 

Which two types of secondary authentication does this solution support? Choose two. 

A. notification through a smartphone application 

B. entering a username and password 

C. entering a text code sent to the user\\'s mobile phone 

D. the insertion of a smart card into a reader attached to the user\\'s computer 

Correct Answer: AC 

Multi-Factor Authentication for Office 365 offers the following subset of Azure Multi-Factor Authentication capabilities: 

*

 Use of a mobile app (online and one-time password [OTP]) as a second authentication factor 

*

 Use of a phone call as a second authentication factor 

*

 Use of an SMS message as a second authentication factor 

Reference: Multi-Factor Authentication for Office 365 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn383636.aspx 
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QUESTION 12

A local company hires you to manage its Microsoft Office 365 subscription. Your responsibility is to monitor any Service
Incidents that Microsoft reports. What are two examples of Microsoft Office 365 Service Incidents? Choose two. 

A. unplanned downtime of the Online Exchange service 

B. post-incident reviews 

C. planned downtime maintenance events 

D. a resent change to the Microsoft Online Service Level Agreement 

Correct Answer: AC 

There are two types of service incidents: 

*

 Planned downtime (maintenance events) 

*

 Unplanned downtime Unplanned events occur when one or more of the services included in the Office 365 suite are
unavailable or unresponsive. Reference: Service Continuity https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/office-365-service-continuity.aspx 

 

QUESTION 13

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

You are working as an IT technician at your university. 

The university has installed Microsoft Exchange Online Protection. An administrator asks you how to manage accepted
domains. 

You should tell the administrator to select "compliance management" in the Exchange Admin Center. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed." If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed. 

B. mail flow 

C. protection 

D. permissions 

Correct Answer: B 

Use the EAC to view a list of managed domains 

1- In the EAC, go to Mail Flow > Accepted domains. 
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2. Click the Name, Accepted domain, or Domain type column heading to sort alphabetically in ascending or descending
order. By default, accepted domains are sorted alphabetically by name in ascending order. 

Reference: Manage Accepted Domains in EOP https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/jj723136%28v=exchg.150%29.aspx 

 

QUESTION 14

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

You are the Microsoft SharePoint administrator for your company. Several users report that File Explorer does not open
when they use the Open with Explorer command. 

To resolve this issue, you need to ensure that the Trusted sites option in File Explorer contains your SharePoint URL. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed". If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. Internet 

B. Managed web sites 

C. No change is needed. 

D. Restricted sites 

Correct Answer: C 

References: https://support.office.com/en-us/article/how-to-use-the-open-with-explorer-command-to-troubleshoot-issues-
in-sharepoint-online-87155331-0c92-4224-a4c1-da5c21c4ade4 

 

QUESTION 15

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

In Microsoft Intune, the tenant administrator\\'s assigned "administrator role" determines which details that administrator
can view and manage in the account portal. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed". If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. user management 

C. subscriptions 

D. services support 

Correct Answer: A 

Assigning admin roles Depending on the size of your organization, you may want to designate several admins who
serve different functions. The admin has access to all features in the admin center, and can create or edit users, assign
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admin roles to others, reset user passwords, manage user licenses, and manage domains, among other things. Choose
an admin role for an existing user, and then use this procedure to assign or remove the role. 

Reference: https://support.office.com/en-SG/article/Assigning-admin-roles-eac4d046-1afd-4f1a-85fc-8219c79e1504 
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